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To myself,
ai miei amici Parco Trenno e City Bike!
”Il rimedio migliore quando si e´ tristi” replico´ Merlino,
cominciando ad aspirare e mandar fuori boccate di fumo, e´ ”Imparare Qualcosa”.
E´ l’unico che sia sempre efficace.
Invecchi e ti tremolano mani e gambe,
non dormi alla notte per ascoltare il subbuglio che hai nelle vene,
hai la nostalgia del tuo unico amore,
vedi il mondo che ti circonda devastato da pazzi malvagi,
oppure sai che nelle chiaviche mentali di gente ignobile il tuo onore viene calpestato.
In tutti questi casi vi e´ una sola cosa da fare: imparare.
Imparare perche´ la gente parla tanto e che cosa la fa parlare. E´ l’unica cosa che la mente
non riesca mai ad esaurire,
mai ad alienare, mai ad esserne torturata, mai a temere o a diffidarne, mai a sognarsi di
esserne pentita.
Imparare e´ il rimedio per te. Guarda quante cose ci sono da imparare!
La scienza pura - unica purezza esistente. Puoi passare l’intera vita a studiare
l’astronomia, tre anni la storia naturale, sei la letteratura.
Poi dopo aver esaurito un milione di esistenze sulla biologia, la medicina, la critica
teologica, la geografia, la storia e l’economia, puoi cominciare a costruire la ruota di un
carro col legno adatto, oppure passare cinquant’anni a imparare come si comincia a
battere il tuo avversario nella scherma.
Dopo di che puoi riprendere dalla matematica,
finche´ e´ tempo che impari ad arare la terra.
Terence H. White - The Once and Future King, C.P. Putnam’s Sons, New York 1958.
Chapter 1
Introduction and Thesis Outline
This chapter addresses a survey of the cooperative teleoperation systems and an overview
of the state-of-art systems in this field. Moreover, the subjects discussed in this thesis
will be presented briefly, along with an outline of the work.
The Cooperative Teleoperation combines two traditional fields of robotics which are
Teleoperation and Collaborative Manipulation.
Teleoperation, from Greek origin, is composed of the prefix tele, which means “at a dis-
tance” and operation, meaning perform a task. Thus teleoperation extends the human
capability of manipulating an object at a distance by providing the operator similar con-
ditions to those of a remote location. It has received great attention from the scientific
community in the last 70 years (see Fig. 1.1) as it permits the interaction with enviroments
which could be dangerous or inaccessible to human beings, achieving simple or complex
tasks. Teleoperation has been used in different fields. These are space (see Fig. 1.2), un-
derwater exploration, military operations (see Fig. 1.3), mining, toxic and nuclear material
handling, the entertainment industry, and more recently in surgery and microsurgery (see
Fig. 1.4).
The rapid development of the Internet has also given a relevant impulse to the gouwth
of telerobotics since it represents a communication channel available everywhere which
can put differents systems geographycally located all over the world into communica-
tion(see. [1], [2], [3]).
A classical teleoperator system is made up of a master device that is manipulated by
the operator and a slave device which handles the remote environment, interconnected
by a communication channel. The Teleoperator system is interfaced on one side with the
human operator and on the other side with the environment. Usually, each master and
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Figure 1.1: Ray Goertz, seen here operating a mechanical-link teleoperator, later invented
the first electronic remotely operated manipulators. Source: Argonne National Laborato-
ries.
slave device has its own local control system which permits the execution of a task.
Typically, in order to execute a task remotely the operator imposes a desired force/velocity
to the teleoperation system (acting directly on the master robot) and receives back from
the environment a velocity/force feedback (sensed by the slave robot).
If the slave robot tracks the master’s motion and the force perceived from master robot
tracks the slave’s force then the system is called transparent, [4]. Transparency can be used
as an index to evaluate the performance of the teleoperation system. Ideally, it would be
desirable to have a system with zero inertia in free motion and infinite stiffness in contact
with a stiff wall, [5]. Moreover, the force feedback reflected back on the master robot gives
the operator information about the remote environment, yielding a sense of telepresence,
i.e. the human feels physically present at the remote. The force feedback on the one hand
increases the operator’s handling ability, but on the other compromises the stability of the
entire system in presence of time delays, introduced by the inevitable physical distance
between the master and slave sites.
Therefore, in addition to transparency, the control should also guarantee the stability
of the whole system with time delays, keeping into account that, if the network latency
increases, the overall performance will be worse.
Various control strategies have been developed for classical systems, directed towards re-
solving these two conflicting problems and to overcome the delays’ effects, see [7] for an
overview. Anderson et al. [6], using the analogy between the mechanical/electric circuits,
7Figure 1.2: ExoMars, will be employed the robotic exploration of Mars. It will be launched
in 2016 and in 2018 on two Mars missions. Source: European Space Agency.
represent a teleoperator as a network and applying the scattering theory, have proved that
the instability caused by time delay was due to non-passivity of the communication chan-
nel. They have proposed a control law that compensates these problems by modeling the
communication media as a two port lossless network (ensuring passivity) where the stabil-
ity of link is guaranteed independently of the time delays. Successively [8] have extended
the passivity concept introducing the wave variables formalism, providing a tool to model
the communication media where the stability is guaranteed for any amount of (constant)
time delay. Wave variable transformation has also been used with varying time delays for
teleoperation over the Internet, [9]. In addition, approaches that do not require passivity
assumptions have also been proposed, see e.g. [10] and [11]. The robotics literature pro-
poses several control architectures for conventional teleoperator but one can observe that
even though many control methodology have been applied to this fields, nowadays there
isn’t an approach or optimal solution to resolve the conflicting problems which aﬄict this
challanging field.
By means of Collaborative manipulation people can accomplish tasks more effictively than
in individual operations. There are many human activities where a group of people have
an advantage over a single person. Also an individual using both hands/arms performs
better results than using a single hand/arm. At the same time multiple robots, by means
of cooperation, can perform more useful tasks than a single-robot. Multi robot systems
have been extensively employed in the production processes such as manufacturing and
automotive application (assembling, transporting, painting and welding) where a large
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Figure 1.3: Big-dog-military-robots is the newest military transporter which can carry
up to 120lbs and walks at the speed of up to 3.3 miles per hour. Source United States
Departement od Defense.
manuverability, manipulability and flexibility are required (see Figure 1.5).
Thus with respect to conventional single-operator/single-robot manipulation, cooperative
robotic manipulation can further facilitate task excution by enabling the collaboration
among severeal operators or allowing bi-handed manipulation by a single operator. More-
over the cooperation has the advantages over single-robot to achieve results more efficiently,
increasing dexterity and loading capacity, improving handling capability and enanching
robustness due to the redundancy. In the cooperative manipulation multiarm robot ma-
nipulate a common object. These are very complex tasks where it is need analyses for
them many control aspect. Extensive studies has been proposed in the past years by the
robotics community addressed to resolve the problem of synchronization and coordination
of multirobot systems, see e.g. [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] and many others.
9Figure 1.4: The DLR MiroSurge robotic system can be employed in minimally invasive
robotic surgery. It consists of three MIRO robots, remotely commanded by a surgeon
who comfortably sits at an input console. The surgeon virtually regains direct access to
the operating field by having 3D endoscopic sight, force feedback, and restored hand-eye-
coordination. Source DLR
Figure 1.5: FIAT assembly line. Source: espansioneonline. NewspaperMilano s.r.l
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Cooperative teleoperation strung togheter the human manipulation skills with the robot
precision and repeatability. The cooperative teleoperation systems are composed of more
than one teleoperation device and permit the execution of a task at a distance from one
or more operators located in the same or different place. The slave devices can interact
directly or throug a common tool or by means the remote environment. It is necessary to
guarantee stability and transparency for them as in the conventional systems.
In cooperative teleoperation the communication between the teleoperators conditions the
choice of the control architectures. If the exchange of information is needed among the
devices composing the system a centralized teleopeation control should be implemented,
otherwise a decentralized approach is adequate.
Previous research activity on cooperation proposes multilateral communication frame-
works with centralized controllers allowing information flow among all master and slave
robot. In [19], [20], [21] controllers based on µ-synthesis methodology and adaptive tech-
niques are introduced in absence of time delay, while in [22] a LQG algorithm optimized for
trasparency is used considering constant time delays. Many works have been reported in
the cooperative control of telerobot over the Internet. Goldenberg et al. [24] set up a col-
laborative teleoperated system in which through the developed client’s Internet browser,
several users can play a game together. Elhajj et al. [25] developed a multi-site Internet-
based teleoperation system which allows operators from Hong Kong and Japan control
the mobil manipulator located at USA cooperatively in real time. Chong et al. [26] built
a tele-manipulation test bed in which one local opertaor and one remote operator control
the robot with a local on-line graphics simulator. Kheddar et al. [27] developed along dis-
tance multi-robot teleoperation system between Japan and France using an intermediate
functional representation of the real remote world by the means of virtul realty. Suzuki
et al. [28], [29] designed a human interface system to control multi-robot using the World
Wide Web. each robot in the system has its own ID number, and the operator is able to
operate alll of them by using the developed interface system. [30] has developed a method
of design and analysis of event synchronous systems based on Petri Net models for remote
operation in multi-robot environments.
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1.1 Outline
This thesis deals with the studies carried out by the author on the Cooperative Teleop-
eration Systems. The literature on cooperative teleoperation did not take into account
control architectures composed of pairs of wave-based bilateral teleoperators operating in
a shared environment. The author in her reasearch activity, introduces two cooperative
control schemes based on wave variables by considering two pairs of single-master/single-
slave devices collaborating to carry out operations in a shared remote environment. Such
architectures have been validated both with simulations and experimental tests.
Ch. 2 introduces a description of the two control architectures proposed and presents some
simulation results where the cooperative teleoperation systems evolve in free space and in
contact with a stiff wall.
In the Ch. 3 some experimental results which confirm the positive results of the control
schemes are illustred. Such results have been achieved by using a prototype custom built
at Laboratory of Automaiton and Robotics of University of Bologna, which is also illus-
trated in this chapter.
In Ch. 4 the problem of defining proper tools and procedures for an analysis, and possi-
bly a comparison, of the performances of cooperative teleoperation systems is addressed.
In particular, a novel generalization of criteria adopted for classical (i.e. one master-one
slave) teleoperators is presented and illustrated on the basis of the force-position and the
position-position cooperative control schemes proposed in Ch. 2, both from a transparency
and stability point of view, and by assuming a null time delay in the communication chan-
nel.
Ch. 5 collects final comments about the obtained results and the possible guidelines for
future work.
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Chapter 2
Cooperative Control Architectures
This chapter deals with two control architectures for cooperative teleoperation systems
analised by the author in her research activity. In particular force-position and position-
position architectures based on wave variables are presented and discussed. Moreover,
various results obtained by means of the simulations with different time delays are carried
out to prove the positive results of the two control schemes proposed.
In the cooperative teleoperation systems multiple operators, handling multiple teloper-
ators, collaborate in order to accomplish a common task remotely. Usually the slave robots
interact directly or by means of a common tool. However, the exchange of information
may happen either between the corresponding pairs of single-master teleoperation robots,
or between all robots which make up the system, see [21]. Cooperative teleoperation hasn’t
received much attention from the robotic community which makes it a completely open
robotic field from a research point of view. The type of control proposed in the past on
these systems consider architecures centralised, (see [19] and [22]), where there is a central
unit to which the information regarding all devices making up the system arrives and
from which leaves. The most relevant advantage of this type of control is the possibility
to establish links between all master and slaves robots, improving the coordination in the
cooperative teleoperation task. Another improvement is the exchange of information be-
tween two neighbor devices (i.e. between two slaves) reducing the time delays in the local
communication channel with advantages both on stability and performance. The disad-
vantages are the use of a more complex communication system and bigger computational
effort of the design process.
The cases studied propose decentralized architectures for cooperative teloeperation, see
[31], where the computational effort is reduced, in fact each controller has a small number
of state, input and output. The drawback of the scheme is that each slave device may
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only receive the information from its corresponding master device but, on the other hand
the number of signals to be transmitted is minimized.
The literature on cooperative teleoperation does not take into account control architec-
tures composed of pairs of wave-based bilateral teleoperators operating in a shared envi-
ronment. This work introduces two cooperative control schemes considering two pairs of
single-master/single-slave devices working together in order to carry out operations in a
remote environment. Stability and transparency are requested for them in the presence
of the time delays in the communication channel. The main features of the proposed
frameworks are:
• In each scheme, the information exchange only occurs between the corresponding
pairs.
• The slave robots may physically interact among themselves through the tool and/or
the remote environment.
• The stability of the system in the presence of time delay is ensured by applying
concepts based on the passivity theory, thus modeling the communication channel
by means of the wave variable transformation.
• The transparency of the control design is realized by a proper selection of the value
of the wave impedance b.
• The master/slave devices of the same teleoperator are assumed kinematically similar.
• The dynamics of the manipulators and of the environment are known.
2.1 Description of the system
Figure (2.1) shows the basic cooperative architecture of the two proposed schemes. It is
composed of two teleoperation systems interacting by means of a remote environment.
Both systems are structured as a serial connection of two-port elements, including master-
slave interconnected devices, each one interfaced on one side with the operator and on the
other side with the shared environment.
It is well known that the interconnection of passive elements gives a passive system, see [6]
for more details. This condition guarantees the stability of the teleoperation system when
it interacts with arbitrary passive environments, see [32]. In this work, the master and
slave devices are passive by construction, and are modeled with masses and dampers, and
both the operator and the environment are assumed to be passive. Moreover, the commu-
nication channel with wave variables, guarantees passivity -and therefore stability- with
respect to time delays. Finally, the control architecture of each teleoperator is designed
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Slave 2Comunication
Channel
Master 2
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Operator 2
teleoperation system #1
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Figure 2.1: Structure of the system.
to be passive. These assumptions guarantee the overall stability of the system.
In the following, a brief survey of the wave-variables is given before the description of the
two control architectures which are utilized to study the cooperative teleoperation.
2.1.1 Wave Variables and Passivity concept background
Both control schemes are based on a communication channel using wave variables. The
wave-variables, are an extension or modification of the passivity theory which try to avoid
the energy generation in a system, see [8].
Before introducing the wave-variables, some concepts on the passivity theory are reported.
By modeling the communication channel which links the forces Fm and Fs to the velocities
vm and vs of a teleoperator, as a two-port circuit as follow:

Fm(s)
−vs(s)

 =


h11(s) h12(s)
h12(s) h22(s)




vm(s)
Fs(s)

 (2.1)
where Fm,s(s) and vm,s(s) are the Laplace trasform of Fm,s(t) and vm,s(t). In the presence
of time delays the Hybrid matrix, see [33], which establishes the relations between the
effort and flow of an ideal transparent bilateral teleoperation is given as:
H(s) =


0 e−sTd
−e−sTd 0

 (2.2)
The parameter Td represents the time delay between the master and the slave devices. To
prove the passivity of the comunication link with the time delays it is necessary to also
introduce the Scattering matrix given as:
S(s) =
(
1 0
0 1
)
∗ (H(s)− I) ∗ (H(s) + I)−1
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Anderson [6] has proven that the Scattering Matrix corresponding to the Hybrid matrix
eq. (2.2), has the scattering operator unbounded, thus the system cannot maintain stabil-
ity and at the same time performs ideal transparency. The proposal made by Anderson
to guarantee the stability maintainig the best possible transparency is to model the com-
munication link as an ideal transmission line.
The Hybrid and Scattering matrices in this case are given as:
H(s) =


tanh(sTd) sech(sTd)
−sech(sTd) tanh(sTd)

 (2.3)
S(s) =


0 e−sTd
e−sTd 0

 (2.4)
This choice makes the system passive, since the norm of its scattering matrix is equal to
one, thus intrinsically stable. Based on this theory the communication law which makes
the communication channel with time delay passive (as it is derived from the scattering
matrix of a passive system) is given as:
Fmd(t) = Fs(t− Td) + vsd(t− Td) + vm(t)
vsd(t) = vm(t− Td)− Fs(t) + Fmd(t− Td) (2.5)
where
Fmd(t) = Fs(t− Td) vsd(t) = vm(t− Td)
The wave variables are an alternative energy-based tool to model the communication-
channel and as is it well known, the wave variables transformation ensures passivity of
communication blocks for arbitrary time delays. The wave variables are a pair of variables
(u,v) which are defined based on the standard power variables (x˙,F ), by the following
transformation:
u =
bx˙+ F√
2b
v =
bx˙− F√
2b
(2.6)
where the forward moving wave u encodes the velocity command x˙ and the returning wave
v generates the force feedback signal F .
The passivity of comunication block is tested in the time domain, with zero initial energy
stored by showing that the output energy of the communication block is less or equal to
the input energy for all times:
E(t) =
∫ t
0
P (τ)d(τ) =
∫ t
0
(Pin(τ)− Pout(τ))d(τ)
=
∫ t
0
F T (τ)( ˙x(τ))d(τ) ≥ 0 (2.7)
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In the wave domain eq. (2.7) becomes:
∫ t
0
(
1
2
uTl ul −
1
2
vTl vl −
1
2
vTr vr +
1
2
uTr ur)d(τ) ≥ 0 (2.8)
where the subcripts l and r indicate the left and right wave according to Fig. 2.2. By
considering the following links due to the communication channel:
vr(t) = ul(t− Td) vl(t) = ur(t− Td) (2.9)
Substituting eq. (2.9) into eq. (2.8) it is shown that all power is stored according to:
Estore(t) =
∫ t
a
(
1
2
uTl ul +
1
2
uTr ur)d(τ) ≥ 0 (2.10)
where a is equal to t− Td. The wave energy is thus temporarily stored while the wave ul
and ur are in transit making the communication link which is not only passive but also
lossless. This is independent of the time delay from which the knowledge is not requested,
see [34].
Shown in Fig. 2.2 is the communication channel based on wave variables where, in place
Transf.Transf.
WaveWave
vm vsul
vl ur
vr
Fm Fs
Td
Td
Figure 2.2: Wave-based architecture.
of the power variables vm/s and Fm/s (velocity and force), the wave variables ul/r and vl/r
are transmitted across the communication link. The transformation between power and
wave variables is given by
ul(t) =
1√
2b
(Fm + bvm), ur(t) =
1√
2b
(Fs − bvs)
vl(t) =
1√
2b
(Fm − bvm), vr(t) = 1√2b(Fs + bvs)
(2.11)
where b is the characteristic wave impedance which directly affects the behavior of the
system. Depending on the choice of the input/output pairs traveling the comunication
channel, it is possible to make four different wave transformations to which corrispond
four different architectures. These architecures which are well known in literature are
position-force, (i.e. position control at the master side and force control at the slave side),
position-position, force-position and force-force. Among these architectures, this work
considers the cases which the slave devices are under position control, i.e position-position
admittance-type and force-position control or hybrid-type.
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2.1.2 Architecture of the control schemes
In this thesis, the subscripts m and s denote the variables of the master and slave ma-
nipulators respectively, the subscript i = 1, 2 indicate the two teleoperators. The two
control schemes described differ in the control strategies utilized on each pair of teleop-
erators. One is position-position (PP) control (i.e. both the master and slave of the two
teleoperators are under position control), see Fig. 2.3, the other is force-position (FP), see
Fig. 2.4. In both frameworks the devices under position control are regulated with a local
PD controller whose gains have been obtained solving an optimal LQ problem.
In each teleoperator the considered master/slave devices are a single-degree-of-freedom
(DOF) with dynamic model given by
Mmiv˙mi +Bmix˙mi = Fmi (2.12)
Msiv˙si +Bsix˙si = Fsi (2.13)
where vmi and vsi are the velocities for the master and slave, xmi and xsi are the positions,
Mmi and Msi are the inertias, Bmi and Bsi are the damping coefficients. Fmi and Fsi are
the forces applied on the master and slave devices respectively and are given as
Fmi = Fhi − Fmcd (2.14)
Fsi = Fsci − Fe (2.15)
where Fh and Fe are, respectively, the forces exerted by the operator and by the environ-
ment, and Fsc is the force computed by the slave controller.
The value of Fmcd depends on the kind of control architecture. In the position-position
control scheme, the force Fmcd is computed by the master controller and is equal to Fmc,
see Fig. 2.3. In the force-position control scheme, Fmcd is the force which comes directly
from the communication channel, coded with the wave variable, i.e. Fmd, see Fig. 2.4
and Table 2.1. The remote environment has been modeled as mass-spring-damper system
whose dynamics is described as
Mev˙e +Bex˙e +Kexe = Fse1 + Fse2 (2.16)
with
Fse1 = kc(xs1 − xe),
Fse2 = kc(xs2 − xe) (2.17)
where ve, xe are the velocity and position of the environment. Me, Be, Ke represent
the inertias, damping and stiffness coefficients of the environment, respectively. Fse1 and
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Wave Trasf. Master Side Slave Side
Position-
position
vmdi =
1
b (
√
2bvli + Fmci)
uli =
1√
2b
(
√
2bvli + 2Fmci)
vsdi =
1
b (
√
2bvri − Fsci)
uri =
1
b (bvri −
√
2bFsci)
Force-
position
Fmdi = bvmi −
√
2bvl
uli = (
√
2bvmi − vli)
vsdi =
1
b (
√
2bvri − Fsci)
uri =
1
b (bvri −
√
2bFsci)
Table 2.1: Wave-variables transformations for position-position and force-position archi-
tecture.
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Figure 2.3: Wave based position-position control architecture.
Fse2 are the forces exerted on the remote environment by each slave device. The spring kc
takes into account the contact between the slave robots and the common tool (of slave-tool
interaction).
Table 2.1 depicts the relations between the forces, velocities and the forward and
returning waves for both position-position and force-position schemes. Such equations
have been directly computed by the wave transformations eq. (2.11), see [35].
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Figure 2.4: Wave based force-position control architecture.
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2.1.3 Control Design
The robots under position control in the two telemanipulation systems have been con-
trolled by standard PD controllers, whose parameters have been properly tuned with an
optimal approach. The LQ synthesis technique has been adopted both in the force-position
architecture (to compute the gains of the slave controllers), and in the position-position
scheme (to compute the gains of both master and slave controllers). In the proposed
implementation, a desired velocity command vmdi/sdi is generated by means of an input
force and tracked using a PD controller given by
Fmci/sci = KP (xmi/si − xmdi/sdi) +KD(vmi/si − vmdi/sdi) (2.18)
where xmi/si is the master/slave position and xmdi/sdi is the desired position of the devices.
As it is well known, the LQ control problem involves the minimization of a cost func-
tional as
J =
∫ ∞
0
(xTQx+ uTRu)dt (2.19)
where u is the input, x the state of the system, and Q > 0 and R > 0 two proper matrices.
The solution of the LQ problem is the optimal control K = [KP , KD] = −R−1(BTP ),
where P > 0 is the solution of the Riccati equation
ATP + PA− PBR−1BTP +Q = 0
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Gains Master1/Slave1 Master2/Slave2
KP 109.5445 [N/m] 109.5445 [N/m]
KD 6.2133 [Ns/m] 8.7406 [Ns/m]
Table 2.2: Gains of PD controllers
2.2 Simulation results
In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed schemes in terms of performance and sta-
bility, a system with two teleoperators has been simulated in the execution of two different
tasks. In both tasks, two users act remotely applying a force (Fh1, Fh2) on their master
devices. The slave manipulators, by means of a shared tool/object mt, impose such forces
on the environment, characterized by a stiffness ke and a damping coefficient be.
The numerical values of the parameters used in the simulations are the following:
mm1 = 0.2 [kg], bm1 = 0.5 [Ns/m], mm2 = 0.4 [kg], bm2 = 0.7 [Ns/m], ms1 = 0.2 [kg],
bs1 = 0.5 [Ns/m], ms2 = 0.4 [kg], bs2 = 0.7 [Ns/m], Fh1 = 10 [N ], Fh2 = 10 [N ], mt = 5
[kg], be = 200 [Ns/m], ke = 10000 [N/m] and kc = 10000 [N/m]. Note that different
values for the masses of the two teleoperators have been considered. Table 2.2 lists the
values of the PD controllers obtained by the setting Q = [12000, 0; 0, 1] and R = I.
2.2.1 Pushing a common object
The first task is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The two slave devices initially are in
free motion, then push the common object (a tool) by applying on it two forces along the
same direction. The slaves push the object until it comes in contact with the environment
(a rigid wall).
m1
m2
s2
s1
mt
xt
Fh1
Fh2
Td
Td
kc
kc
ke
be
Figure 2.5: Task 1: the slave manipulators push a tool.
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Figure 2.6: Task 1: position tracking with Td=100 [ms]; (a) free motion; (b) contact with
object; (c) contact with rigid wall (Position-Position).
Figure (2.6) shows, for the time delay Td = 100 [ms], the position tracking between the
master and slave devices of the corresponding pair in the three phases of the task: the free
motion (a), in contact with the object (b), and when the object encounters the stiff wall
(c). In particular, see Fig. 2.6, each slave, e.g. xs1 (dashdot line), tracks the behavior of
its master xm1 (solid line) and evolves in free motion until contact with the tool positioned
to xt = 0.1 [m] occurs. After the contact, the tool begins to move, xt > 0.1 [m] (dashed
line), pushed only by the first slave, that results faster than the second one since it has
a lower mass. When also the second slave reaches the tool (xt = 0.15 [m]), it helps the
first one pushing it until contact with the environment placed at xt = 0.3 [m] is made.
The trajectory of the tool closely follows the position profiles of the slaves devices until
the contact with the environment is made. Then obviously it stops, as expected, see xt.
Figure (2.7) illustrates the good force tracking of the operators’ force, Fh1 +Fh2 (dashdot
line), by the force exerted by the object on the environment Ft (solid), after that the tool
is in contact with the wall (xt = 0.3 [m]).
Figures (2.8) and (2.9) show the operator-environment and master-sleve force tracking
profiles beetween each pair of two teleoperator. As can be noted from these figures each
teleoperator shows good force tracking performaces.
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Figure 2.7: Task 1: force tracking with Td=100 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 2.8: Task 1: force tracking profiles operator-environment with Td=100 [ms]
(Position-Position).
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Figure 2.9: Task 1: force tracking profiles master-slave devices with Td=100 [ms] (Position-
Position).
Figures (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) show the results of the same task with time
delay Td = 250 [ms]. Also in this case the tracking performances are guaranteed. The
trajectory of the tool, instead, follows the position profile of the first slave until interaction
with the second manipulator occurs. Then, it tracks the second slave, while the first one
looses the contact. This behavior is due to the choice of the simulation parameters.
In order to guarantee the transparency of the architecture, in both simulations (Td =
100, 250 [ms]) the wave impedance b has been set to 10 [Ns/m].
Similar consideration can be made for FP algorithm which results are depicted in this
section.
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Figure 2.10: Task 1: position tracking with Td=250 [ms]; (a) free motion; (b) contact with
object; (c) contact with rigid wall (Position-Position).
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Figure 2.11: Task 1: force tracking with Td=250 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 2.12: Task 1: force tracking with Td=250 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 2.13: Task 1: force tracking with Td=250 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 2.14: Task 1: position tracking with Td=100 [ms]; (a) free motion; (b) contact with
object; (c) contact with rigid wall (Force-Position).
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Figure 2.15: Task 1: force tracking with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 2.16: Task 1: force tracking with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 2.17: Task 1: force tracking with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 2.18: Task 1: position tracking with Td=250 [ms]; (a) free motion; (b) contact with
object; (c) contact with rigid wall (Force-Position).
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Figure 2.19: Task 1: force tracking with Td=250 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 2.20: Task 1: force tracking with Td=250 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 2.21: Task 1: force tracking with Td=250 [ms] (Force-Position).
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By comparing Fig. 2.6, Fig. 2.7, Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9 with Fig. 2.14, Fig. 2.15, Fig. 2.16
and Fig. 2.17 it is possible to note how the tracking performances for force-position archi-
tecture is as good as the position-position one. However, in free motion tasks the force
profiles of force-position architecture are worse than position-position because there is a
larger number of oscillations causing the worsening of the users sensibility, see Fig. 2.7
and Fig. 2.15. This difference is emphasized for increased time delay as results from a
comparison of Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.19 show.
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2.2.2 Cooperative handling of an object
In the second task, the slave manipulators grasp and move an object by applying forces
of different amplitudes on it, see Fig. 2.22. In this case the values ke = 0, be = 0 and
mm1 = mm2 have been considered.
In this second task the object’s mass is mt = 0.5 [Kg].
m1
s1 s2
m2
mtFh1 Fh2
TdTd
kckc
Figure 2.22: Task 2: the slave manipulators hold the tool.
Fig. 2.23 depicts the good position tracking between the master and slave devices,
when the forces shown in Fig. 2.24 are imposed. Fig. 2.23 also shows the motion of the
object, see xt, that results accelerated or decelerated depending on the relative amplitude
of the forces Fh1 and Fh2.
In this task the system has good performances until 250[ms], after that the stability is not
guaranteed, as is shown in Fig. 2.25. Fig. 2.26 shows the position profiles of the devices
when the slave manipulators move the object back and forth, by applying on it the forces
reported in Fig. 2.27. In this case the system has a stable behaviour until 130[ms], see
Fig. 2.28 and Fig. 2.29. The Figures mentioned above are referred to the simulation results
for a PP cooperative implementation. To complete the simulation results, the figures with
the same tests for the force-position scheme of Fig. 2.4 are reported here. By comparing the
two architectures you can note the similarities in the first test, see Fig. 2.23 and Fig. 2.25
with Fig. 2.30 and Fig. 2.31. In the second, FP shows instability starting from 110[ms]
see Fig. 2.33, while PP begins to work badly at 120[ms], see Fig. 2.28 and shows distinct
instability at 130[ms], see Fig. 2.29. You can thus deduct that PP holds stability and
transparency for longer time delays. This is due to the presence of the master controller
in the PP control scheme.
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Figure 2.23: Task 2: position tracking with Td=100 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 2.24: Task 2: Input force exerted by each operator. Td=100 [ms] (Position-
Position).
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Figure 2.25: Task 2: position tracking with Td=100 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 2.26: Task 2: position tracking with Td=100 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 2.27: Task 2: Input force exerted by each operator. Td=100 [ms] (Position-
Position).
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Figure 2.28: Task 2: position tracking with Td=120 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 2.29: Task 2: position tracking with Td=130 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 2.30: Task 2: position tracking with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 2.31: Task 2: position tracking with Td=250 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 2.32: Task 2: position tracking with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 2.33: Task 2: position tracking with Td=110 [ms] (Force-Position).
Chapter 3
Experimental Results
This chapter performs the experimental evaluation of the architecures proposed in Ch. 2.
Some tests are reported and discussed in order to validate the performances of the control
schemes under studies according to the simulation results. The evaluation has been done
on a cooperative teleoperator system realized at L.A.R.. A brief description of the set
up is reported.
3.1 Description of the Physical System
The experimental evaluation of the proposed schemes, see [36], has been performed with a
cooperative teleoperation system built at L.A.R. (Laboratory of Automation and Robotics
of University of Bologna) composed of two 1-DOF teleoperator systems, see Fig. 3.1. The
prototype is based on four linear motors LinMot P01-23Sx80 with the servo controller
LinMot E210-VF. The motors are equipped with position encoders with a resolution of
1 m, and high sensitivity load cells are placed on the top of the motor sliders. The con-
trol is implemented on a Pentium IV PC equipped with a Sensoray 626 data acquisition
board. The OS is RTAI-Linux based on a Debian distribution, with Linux kernel 2.6.17.11
patched with RTAI 3.4. The real time I/O support for the acquisition board is provided
by the Comedi drivers. The sample period for the digital controller and the D/A and D/A
operations is 1msec. The control design has been developed within the Matlab/Simulink
and Real Time Workshop environments, while the experimental data have been monitored
with xrtailab.
For experimental evaluation of the two control schemes, the same tests made for simula-
tion’s evaluation have been repeated in the laboratory, see Sec. 2.2.
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Figure 3.1: Cooperative manipulator, setup to push a common object.
3.2 Push a common object
In this task the user pushes the two masters forward and the two slave robots begin to
move in free motion until the contact with the common tool is made. After that, the two
slaves push the tool and a contact is made with a wall. This stops the tool and which
consequently stops the two teleoperators. Figure (3.2) shows the positions of two master
and slave devices for PP teleoperation systems with the time delay of Td = 100[ms]. As
can be noted, the two slave devices (red line) are initially in free motion and follow the
motion of the masters (blue) until contact with the common tool (xt = 0.01[m]) is made.
The second slave starts pushing the tool which begins to move (see xs2). When the second
slave reaches the tool both of them push it together to the wall (xe = 0.04[m]), then both
the slave devices are stopped as well as the corresponding masters. The force profiles
Fig. 3.3 report the force tracking after the contact with the tool (approx. 0.5[N ]). Figures
(3.4) and (3.5) illustrate the same profiles for the FP scheme. As can be deducted from
these figures, the position tracking performances for the two architectures are similar.
However FP shows a superior force tracking performance compared to PP, as for the
bilateral systems, see [35], [37], [38] and [39] for more details. Similar considerations can
be made for Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7, Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 which illustrate the same test with
time delay of Td = 250[ms].
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Figure 3.2: Task 1: position profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 3.3: Task 1: force profiles with Td=100 [ms]. Position-Position
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Figure 3.4: Task 1: position profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 3.5: Task 1: force profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 3.6: Task 1: position profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 3.7: Task 1: force profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 3.8: Task 1: position profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 3.9: Task 1: force profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 3.10: Task 1: position profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Position-Position).
3.2.1 Free motion
To further investigate the transparency of the cooperative teleoperator a free motion test
has been perfomed by using the same teleoperator of Fig. 3.1, where the user moves the
master devices back and forth applying the forces depicted in Fig. 3.11, Fig. 3.13, Fig. 3.15
and Fig. 3.17 on them. In this test each slave device evolves in free motion following the
trajectory of the corresponding master as it is shown in Fig. 3.10, Fig. 3.12, Fig. 3.14
and Fig. 3.16 without contact with the tool. This test confirms that the position tracking
performances is satisfactory for both architectures and also for increasing time delays.
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Figure 3.11: Task 1: operator’s force profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 3.12: Task 1: position profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 3.13: Task 1: operator’s force profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 3.14: Task 1: position profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 3.15: Task 1: operator’s force profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 3.16: Task 1: position profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 3.17: Task 1: operator’s force profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Force-Position).
3.3 Handling a common object
In order to excute this task the same cooperative teloperator has been used with the slave
motors rotated 180 degrees, see Fig. 3.18. Thus the operator moves the master devices back
and forth while the slaves are moved left and right. In this task the two slave manipulators
grasp a tool and move it left and right simultaneously. Figures (3.19) and (3.23) show
the position profiles of two slave manipulators (red and blue line) and the position of the
tool (black), for PP and FP architectures with Td = 100[ms]. As the tool does not have
a position sensor, its position profile has been computed as (xs1 + xs2)/2. As can be
deducted the two cooperative control schemes show good tracking performance. This is
also confirmed with increasing time delays see Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 3.25. The Figures (3.20),
(3.22), (3.24) and (3.26) illustrate the force profiles exerted by the operator Fh1 − Fh2
(blu line) on the master devices and the forces exerted by the slaves on the common tool
Fse1 − Fse2 (red line).
In all the experimental results the stability is guaranteed even if there are some vibrations
in the master-slave position and force profiles. The experimental results validate the
simulation results of the previous chapter.
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Figure 3.18: Cooperative manipulator, setup to handle a common object.
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Figure 3.19: Task 2: position profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Position-Position)
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Figure 3.20: Task 2: operator’s force profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 3.21: Task 2: position profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Position-Position)
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Figure 3.22: Task 2: operator’s force profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Position-Position).
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Figure 3.23: Task 2: position profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position)
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Figure 3.24: Task 2: operator’s force profiles with Td=100 [ms] (Force-Position).
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Figure 3.25: Task 2: position profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Force-Position)
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Figure 3.26: Task 2: operator’s force profiles with Td=250 [ms] (Force-Position).
Chapter 4
A Performance and Stability
Analysis
This chapter relates to an analysis of the performances of the force-position and the
position-position cooperative control schemes, from a transparency and stability point
of view by assuming a null time delay in the communication channel.
As it has already been mentioned, the main requirements or goals of a teleoperator sys-
tem are the trasparency and stability. This chapter firstly adresses a study of trasparency
for cooperative teloperation systems and then illustrates an analisys of stability, see [40].
The transparency of a teleoperator system is the ability of a teloperator system to present,
without any change, the dynamics of the remote environment to the human operator. This
goal is unfulfilled because of the presence of the closed-loop dynamics of the master and
slave robots which distort the dynamics of the remote environment, see [4], [41], [42]. Since
a cooperative teleoperator is composed of more than one teleoperator, the same consid-
erations made for classical ones can be applied for a cooperative one, from a trasparency
point of view. Perfect trasparency is unachievable in the master-slave systems, but the
trasparency can partially performed depending on the choice of the control architectures
employed. Several control architectures have been proposed in the literature of the clas-
sical single-master single-slave teleoperator, whose classification is made on the basis of
type control on the master and slave device. Chapter 2 illustrates the cooperative control
wave-based schemes proposed by the author. This chapter considers the same architecture
and defines some parameters which characterize a cooperative system quantitively. These
parameters can also provide a criterion to compare different control architectures which
support the subjective evaluation of the operator.
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4.1 General Description of the System
The control architectures analyzed in this chapter are shown in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2. They
differ with respect to that of Ch. 2 for the lack of time delay. In force-position architecture
the exchange of force and position/velocities occurs between each master-slave device. The
slave robots try to follow the trajectory imposed by the operator on the master robots,
by means of thier PD controllers. The forces exerted from the environment to the slave
robots are sent to the master robots and then to the operator. Thus, this scheme requires
a force-sensor on the slave side.
In a position-position control scheme the information which travels between the two sides
of each teleoperator is the position/velocities of each robot. The position/velocity of
each master device is a reference for each slave device which, as in the force-position
one, tries to track by means of its own controller. The force feedback, which represents
the information about the interaction with the environment, is obtained by means of
the Pd controllers of the master robots. In the following, velocity will be used instead
of position since the electrical relationship refers to force and velocity (i.e impedance or
admittance) even if there are position sensors in a robot and not velocity sensors available
for the measurements. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, the equations eq. (2.12),
eq. (2.13), eq. (2.14) and eq. (2.15) are rewritten in accordance to the nomenclature of
Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 and assuming the form:
Mmiv˙mi +Bmiv˙mi = Fmi (4.1)
Msiv˙si +Bsiv˙si = Fsi (4.2)
Fmi = Fhi − Fmei (4.3)
Fsi = Fsci − Fsei (4.4)
where Fhi and Fsei denote respectively, the hand/master interaction force and
the slave/environment interaction force, and Fsci are the control signal computed by the
slave controllers.
The values of Fmei depend on the type of control architecture: in the force-position it
is equal to Fsei , while in the position-position control scheme it is based on the force
computed by the master controller (i.e Fmci see Fig. 4.2). In Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2
the impedances Zmi(s) = Mmis + Bmi and Zsi(s) = Msis + Bsi denote the dynamic
characteristics of the master and slave robot respectively, Cmi = (kdms + kpm)/s and
Csi = (kdss+ kps)/s are the PD controllers used at the master and slave side;
In both Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, the remote side is composed by a shared tool/object M0,
through which the slave manipulators apply forces on the environment, characterized by
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Figure 4.1: Force-Position control architecture.
a stiffness ke and a damping coefficient be as depicted in Fig. 4.3. The dynamics of the
tool during interaction with the environment may be described as
M0v˙0 = Fse1 + Fse2 + F0
with
Fse1 = k1(xs1 − x0), Fse2 = k2(xs2 − x0)
and
F0 =


−Bev0 −Ke(xo − xe0) x0 ≥ xe0
0 x0 ≤ xe0
(4.5)
where:
• M0, Be, Ke are the mass of the tool, and the damping and stiffness coefficients of
the environment, respectively;
• Fse1, Fse2 are the forces exchanged at the tool by each slave device;
• F0 is the force applied by the tool to the remote environment;
• xs1 and xs2 are the positions of the two slaves;
• v0 is the velocity of the tool;
• xe0 is the initial position of the environment.
The springs k1 and k2 take into account the contact between the slave robots and the
common tool (of slave-tool interaction).
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Figure 4.2: Position-Position control architecture.
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Figure 4.3: Forces applied to the tool.
4.2 Performance metrics
This section analyses the performance metrics of the cooperative systems after a brief
summary of the performances of the classical one. A single-master/single-slave teleoper-
ated system, can be analyzed as a two port element, mathematically represented by means
of several square matrices, each one of four transfer functions describes the relationships
between the forces and the velocities of the two robots. Assuming Fm the hand/master
interaction force, Fe the slave/environment interaction force, ˙xm the velocity of the master
robot and x˙s the velocity of the slave robot. It is possible to relate these signals to each
other by means of the following matrices:


Fm
x˙s

 = H


˙xm
Fe

 Hybrid parameter matrix (4.6)
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

˙xm
Fs

 = G


Fm
x˙s

 Inverse of Hybrid matrix (4.7)


˙xm
x˙s

 = Y


Fm
Fe

 Admittance matrix (4.8)


Fm
˙xm

 = T


x˙s
Fe

 Trasmission matrix (4.9)


Fm
Fe

 = Z


˙xm
x˙s

 Impedance matrix (4.10)


x˙s
Fs

 = I


Fm
˙xm

 Inverse of Trasmission matrix (4.11)
Given the above matrices, proper indices can be computed to compare the performance of
the teleoperation systems. Hannaford, see [33], has shown that the hybrid matrix is the
most suitable to characterize a teleoperator. The hybrid representation of the master-slave
network can be written as

Fm
x˙s

 =


h11(s) h12(s)
h12(s) h22(s)




x˙m
Fe

 (4.12)
where:
h11 =
Fm
x˙m
∣∣∣∣
Fe=0
h12 =
Fm
Fe
∣∣∣∣
x˙m=0
h21 =
x˙s
x˙m
∣∣∣∣
Fe=0
h12 =
xs
Fe
∣∣∣∣
x˙m=0
(4.13)
The mechanical meaning of the parameters represented by equation eq. (4.13) is:
• h11 gives the Impedance in free motion, i.e. the impedance felt by the operator by
moving the master robot with the slave evolving in free motion.
• h12 is the Tracking Force in contact task, i.e the force encountered by the slave and
sent back to the master robot.
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• h21 is the Position Tracking, it represents how well the motion of the slave device
follows the motion of the master device.
• h22 is the Contact admittance, i.e the position tracking in contact task.
For a bilateral system perfect transparency is achieved, see [33], if the hybrid matrix
is in the form:
H =
[
0 1
1 0
]
where 1’s refer to the tracking of position and force between the master and the slave
devices. The diagonal transfer functions represent the necessary input force to move the
master when the slave is contactless and the slave movement for a given slave force, when
the master is steady, see [44]. Thus, the 0’s mean a null mass and infinite stiffness for
the teleoperator and they outline the behavior of a perfect teleoperational system from a
trasparency point of view. It is also necessary to mention that a perfect teleoperator sys-
tem is unachievable, above all, due to the presence of the time delay in the communication
systems. However, the performance indeces with the above matrix permits the comparison
of the performance of the actual teleoperated systems and their control architecture.
As in classical teleoperation, a cooperative system can be mathematically described by
means of the relationships which link the forces and velocities of/between each device.
Thus, it is also possible to define suitable matrices similar to those shown above for the
cooperative systems. They can be expressed as:


Fh1
Fh2
x˙0


= H


˙xm1
˙xm2
F0


Hybrid matrix (4.14)


˙xm1
˙xm2
x˙0


= Y


Fh1
Fh2
F0


Admittance matrix (4.15)
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

Fh1
Fh2
˙xm1
˙xm2


= T


x˙0
F0

 Transmission matrix (4.16)


Fh1
Fh2
F0


= Z


˙xm1
˙xm2
x˙0


Impedance matrix (4.17)


x˙0
F0

 = I


Fh1
Fh2
˙xm1
˙xm2


Inverse of Trasmission matrix (4.18)
With any of the previous matrices it is possible to characterise a coooperative system. In
the case being studied, the Hybrid, Transmission and the Impedance matrices are consid-
ered as they are the most interesting from a physical interpretation.
Regarding the trasparency for a cooperative teleoperators system, we can claim that per-
fect trsparency is obtained if the hybrid matrix eq. (4.14) is in the form:
H =


0 0 1
0 0 1
1 1 0


For the cooperative systems, it seems reasonable to define the performance on the basis
of the classical definitions, although proper considerations should be made. For example,
in the cooperative systems case at the remote site, besides the remote environment, also
the cooperative tool must be considered. Therefore, in the next two subsections the
motion/interaction capabilities will be analyzed both with and without the intervening
tool.
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4.2.1 Performances without the cooperative tool
A cooperative system without the common tool can be simply considered as two sepa-
rated bilateral teleoperators. Therefore, the hybrid, transmission and impedance matrices
in eq. (4.14), eq. (4.16) and eq. (4.18), used in the sequel to compute the performance
indices, are defined by:


Fh1
Fh2
˙xs1
˙xs2


= H


˙xm1
˙xm2
Fse1
Fse2


Hybrid matrix (4.19)


Fh1
Fh2
˙xm1
˙xm2


= T


˙xs1
˙xs2
Fse1
Fse2


Transmission matrix (4.20)


Fh1
Fh2
˙Fse1
˙Fse2


= Z


˙xm1
˙xm2
˙xs1
˙xs2


Impedance matrix (4.21)
Since we are in a linear case, the transparency indices for each teleoperator are defined by
the transfer functions listed below:
h11 =
Fh1
x˙m1
∣∣∣∣
Fse1=0
h21 =
Fh2
x˙m2
∣∣∣∣
Fse2=0
(4.22)
h31 =
x˙s1
x˙m1
∣∣∣∣
Fse1=0
h41 =
x˙s2
x˙m2
∣∣∣∣
Fse2=0
(4.23)
t13 =
Fh1
Fse1
∣∣∣∣
˙xs1=0
t24 =
Fh2
Fse2
∣∣∣∣
˙xs2=0
(4.24)
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Force-Position Position-Position
Position-
tracking
h31 =
Cs1
Zcs1
h41 =
Cs2
Zcs2
h31 =
Cs1
Zcs1
h41 =
Cs2
Zcs2
Force-
Tracking
t13 =
Zm1
Cs1
+ 1
t24 =
Zm2
Cs2
+ 1
t13 =
Zcm1
Ccs1
t24 =
Zcm2
Ccs2
Impedance-
Free motion
h11 = Zm1
h21 = Zm2
h11 = Zm1 +
Cm1Zs1
Zcs1
h21 = Zm2 +
Cm2Zs2
Zcs2
Trasmittable-
Impedance
z11 = Zm1 + Cs1
z21 = Zm2 + Cs2
z11 = Zcm1
z21 = Zcm2
Table 4.1: Set of parameters for force-position and position-position architectures without
the tool.
z11 =
Fh1
x˙m1
∣∣∣∣
˙xs1=0
z12 =
Fh2
x˙m2
∣∣∣∣
˙xs2=0
(4.25)
The functions in eq. (4.22) and eq. (4.23) refer to the free motion which are determined by
imposing the forces Fse1 and Fse2 equal to zero , acting on each slave device. eq. (4.22) is
the impedance in free motion and eq. (4.23) is the position tracking of each teleoperator.
On the other hand, eq. (4.24) and eq. (4.25) refer to rigid contact tasks, where the slave
devices are considered in a fixed (steady) configuration. eq. (4.24) gives the tracking of
force and on the other hand eq. (4.25) represents the maximum transmittable impedance.
Please take note that to characterize the contact task, the impedance and transmission
parameters have been chosen instead of the hybrid parameters. The reason is that the
hybrid parameters in contact task, are obtained with the master robot steady while on
the slave robots a force is exerted coming from the environment. This schenario is very
difficult to garantee experimentally, thus in the contact task is more reasonable to relate
the parameters with the slave steady. In the ideal case both position and force tracking
functions should tend towards unity while the impedance in free motion is desired to be
as low as possible and the trasmittable impedance should be as large as possible. As an
example of the application of these definitions, Tab. 4.1 lists the values of the indices for
the force-position and position-position control architectures, where Zcmi = Zmi + Cmi
and Zcsi = Zsi + Csi .
Since the teleoperators are unconnected between themselves, it must be noted that the
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cross terms are equal to zero. By looking at the parameters of Tab. 4.1, remarks similar
to those for the bilateral architectures can be made. As well known, the tracking per-
formances depend on the choice of the PD controllers and by the relations among them,
see [43] for more details.
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4.2.2 Performances with the tool
This section analyzes the whole system, considering both the presence of tool and the
interaction with the environment. The slave devices considered are always in contact with
the tool, and therefore the indices are now related to a contact or non contact task of the
tool with the environment. The non-contact situation is associated with the free motion
of the tool, while the contact of the tool with the environment can be linked to the rigid
contact task of the bilateral systems. For the definition of the performance indices, we
refer to the hybrid and transmission matrices in the form described by eq. (4.14) ,eq. (4.16)
and eq. (4.18) i.e. considering the object velocity x˙0 and the interaction force F0 instead
of the slave velocities x˙s1 , x˙s2 , and the corresponding forces Fse1 and Fse2.
The elements (transfer functions) of the hybrid, transmission and impedance matrices
have been computed on the basis of the equations of the entire system reported below:

Fh1 = Zm1 x˙m1 + Fmc1
x˙s1 =
Cs1
Zcs1
x˙m1 − Fse1Zcs1
Fh2 = Zm2 x˙m2 + Fmc2
x˙s2 =
Cs2
Zcs2
x˙m2 − Fse2Zcs2
Z0x˙0 = Fse1 + Fse2 + F0
(4.26)
note that the last equation describes the physical interconnection between the two teleop-
erators.
Performances with the tool in free motion
These indices describe the behavior of the system when the tool is grasped by each slave
device and is not in contact with the environment. This is expressed by imposing the force
applied on the environment equal to zero (F0 = 0).
h31 =
x˙0
˙xm1
∣∣∣∣
˙xm2=0, F0=0
h32 =
x˙0
˙xm2
∣∣∣∣
˙xm1=0, F0=0
(4.27)
Equation (4.27) represents the position tracking capabilities of the tool. It permits the
understanding and evaluation of the capabilities of the tool to follow the motion of each
master device. The impedance in free motion can be added as metric to describe the
unconstrained motion, see eq. (4.28). This parameter represents the impedance felt by
each operator: its value should be as low as possible and is given as:
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Force - Position
Position - Tracking
h31 =
(Zcs2s+k2)
dfp
(k1Cs1)
h32 =
(Zcs1s+k2)
dfp
(k2Cs2)
Force - Tracking
t12 =
Zm1Zcs1s+k1(Zm1+Cs1 )
Cs1k1
t22 =
Zm2Zcs2s+k2(Zm2+Cs2 )
Cs2k2
Impedance - Free motion
h11 = Zm1 +
k1Cs1
Zcs1s+k1
+ hf11
h22 = Zm2 +
k2Cs2
Zcs2s+k2
+ hf22
Trasmittable - Impedance
z11 = Zm1 +
k1Cs1
Zcs1s+k1
z22 = Zm2 +
k2Cs2
Zcs2s+k2
Table 4.2: Set of parameters for force-position architecture with the tool.
h11 =
Fm1
˙xm1
∣∣∣∣
˙xm2=0 F0=0
h22 =
Fm2
˙xm2
∣∣∣∣
˙xm1=0 F0=0
(4.28)
Performances with the tool in contact
The case of interaction between the common tool and the remote environment is now
considered. In ‘classical’ bilateral systems, this case is studied by considering the master
device when the slave is stopped, see [43]. For the cooperative system under study the
performance indices are obtained by keeping the tool in a fixed position in space, i.e. by
assuming x˙0 = 0:
t12 =
Fh1
F0
∣∣∣∣
x˙0=0
t22 =
Fh2
F0
∣∣∣∣
x˙0=0
(4.29)
eq. (4.29) represents the force tracking between the force exerted by the operators and
the force applied to the environment. The transfer functions describing the maximum
transmittable impedance (from the hybrid matrix) are
z11 =
Fh1
˙xm1
∣∣∣∣
x˙0=0
z22 =
Fh2
˙xm2
∣∣∣∣
x˙0=0
(4.30)
Tab. 4.2 and Tab. 4.3 report the analytical expressions of the parameters for the two con-
trol architectures. In the tables, the following parameters have been used:
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Position - Position
Position - Tracking
h31 =
(Zcs2s+k2)
dfp
(k1Cs1)
h32 =
(Zcs1s+k2)
dfp
(k2Cs2)
Force - Tracking
t12 =
Zcm1
Cs1
+
Zcm1Zcs1s
Cs1k1
− Cm1sk1
t22 =
Zcm2
Cs2
+
Zcm2Zcs2s
Cs2k2
− Cm2sk2
Impedance - Free motion
h11 = Zmc1 − Cm1Cs1sZcs1s+k1 − hp11
h22 = Zmc2 − Cm2Cs2sZcs2s+k2 − hp22
Trasmittable - Impedance
z11 = Zcm1 − Cm1Cs1sZcs1s+k1
z22 = Zcm2 − Cm2Cs2sZcs2s+k2
Table 4.3: Set of parameters for Position-Position architecture with the tool.
dfp = s
2Z0Zcs1Zcs2 + s(Z0Zcs1k2 + Z0Zcs2k1 +
+Zcs1Zcs2(k1 + k2)) + (Z0 + Zcs1 + Zcs2)k1k2
hf11 =
(−k1Zcs1)(Zcs2s+ k2)k1Cs1
dfp(Zcs1s+ k1)
hf22 =
(−k2Zcs2)(Zcs1s+ k1)k2Cs2
dfp(Zcs2s+ k2)
hp11 =
k1Cm1(Zcs2s+ k2)k1Cs1
(Zcs1s+ k1)dfp
hp22 =
k2Cm2(Zcs1s+ k1)k2Cs2
(Zcs2s+ k2)dfp
(4.31)
From the parameters listed in Tab. 4.2 and Tab. 4.3, it is possible to compare the two
architectures. The position tracking, as in the bilateral systems, is the same for both
architectures since it only depends on the slave devices (which are both under position
control). In both architectures, the force tracking depends on the choice of the gains of
the PD controllers. This is due to the presence of large values of k1 and k2. For the same
reason both the impedance in free motion and the maximum transmittable impedance
depend on the systems dynamics and on the choice of the control gains.
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4.3 Stability Analysis
A stability analysis of the cooperative system is now performed. In the study, the master
velocities are considered as input to the system, while the tool velocity is the output. In
this case, the cooperative system can be described as:
x˙0 = G1x˙m1 +G2x˙m2 (4.32)
where G1 =
x˙0
x˙m1
|x˙m2=0 and G2 = x˙0x˙m2 |x˙m1=0 are defined as:
G1 =
(Zcs2s+ k2)
D(s)
k1Cs1 , G2 =
(Zcs1s+ k1)
D(s)
k2Cs2 (4.33)
with
D(s) = s2Z0Zcs1Zcs2 + s(Z0Zcs1k2 + Z0Zcs2k1 +
+Zcs1Zcs2(k1 + k2)) + (Z0 + Zcs1 + Zcs2)k1k2 (4.34)
Therefore, stability is achieved if the characteristic equation of G1 and G2 (i.e. D(s) = 0)
has no positive roots. By substituting the values of Z0, Zcs1 and Zcs2 in the expression of
D(s), one obtains:
D(s) = a6s
6 + a5s
5 + a4s
4 + a3s
3 + a2s
2 + a1s+ a0 = 0 (4.35)
where:
a6 =M0M1M2
a5 =M0[M1(b2 + kd2) +M2(b1 + kd1)]
a4 =M0(M1kp2 +M2kp1) +M0(b1 + kd1)(b2 + kd2)
+M0(M1k2 +M2k1) +M1M2(k1 + k2)
a3 =M0[kp2(b1 + kd1) + kp1(b2 + kd2)] +M0(b1 + kd1)k2
+M0(b2 + kd2)k1 + (k1 + k2)[M2(b1 + kd1) +M1(b2 + kd2)]
a2 =M0(kp1kp2 + kp1k2 + kp2k1)
+ (k1 + k2)[(b1 + kd1)(b2 + kd2) + (M1kp2 +M2kp1)]
+ k1k2(M0 +M1 +M2)
a1 = (b1 + kd1)(k1kp2 + k1k2 + k2kp2)
+ (b2 + kd2)(k1kp1 + k2kp1 + k1k2)
a0 = kp1kp2(k1 + k2) + (kp1 + kp2)k1k2
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By applying the Routh-Hurwitz criterion to eq. (4.35), the necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for asymptotic stability of the teleoperator are derived as:
∆6 = a6 > 0
∆5 = a5 > 0
∆4 =
a5a4 − a6a3
a5
> 0
∆3 = a3 − a5(a5a2 − a1a6)
a5a4 − a6a3 > 0
∆2 =
a5a2 − a1a6
a5
− a1(a5a4 − a6a3)− a0a
2
5
a2
5
(a5a4 − a6a3)− a25(a5a2 − a1a6)
> 0
∆1 = a1 − a0a5a5
a5a4 − a5a3 > 0 (4.36)
The stability of the system can be studied also taking into account the presence of the
remote environment with impedance Ze. In this case, the denominator of G1(s) and G2(s)
in eq. (4.33) is:
D(s) = s2(Z0 + Ze)Zcs1Zcs2 + s((Z0 + Ze)Zcs1k2 + (Z0 + Ze)Zcs2k1
+ Zcs1Zcs2(k1 + k2)) + ((Z0 + Ze) + Zcs1 + Zcs2)k1k2
(4.37)
Again, by substituting the values of Z0, Zcs1 and Zcs2 and Ze = be +
ke
s , one obtains:
e6s
6 + e5s
5 + e4s
4 + e3s
3 + e2s
2 + e1s+ e0 = 0 (4.38)
where:
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e6 =M0M1M2
e5 =M0[M1(b2 + kd2) +M2(b1 + kd1)] + beM1M2
e4 =M0[M1kp2 +M2kp1 + (b1 + kd1)(b2 + kd2)]
+ (M0M1 +M1M2)(k1 + k2) + keM1M2
+ be[M1(b2 + kd2) +M2(b1 + kd1)]
e3 =M0[(k1 + kp1)(b2 + kd2) + (k2 + kp2)(b1 + kd1)]
+M1[(ke + k1 + k2)(b2 + kd2) + bekp2 + k2be]
+M2[(ke + k1 + k2)(b1 + kd1) + bekp1 + k1be]
+ be(b1 + kd1)(b2 + kd2)
e2 =M0(kp1(k2 + kp2) + k1(k2 + kp2))
+M1(ke(k2 + kp2) + k1(k2 + kp2) + k1kp2)
+M2(+ke(k1 + kp1) + k2(k1 + kp1) + k1kp1)
+ be((k1 + kp1)(b2 + kd2) + (k2 + kp2)(b1 + kd1))
+ ke((b1 + kd1)(b2 + kd2))
e1 =ke[(k1 + kp1)(b2 + kd2) + (kp2 + k2)(b1 + kd1)]
+ be[(k1 + kp1)(k2 + kp2)]
+ (k1 + k2)(kp2(b1 + kd1) + kp1(b2 + kd2))
+ k1k2(b1 + kd1(b2 + kd2)
e0 = ke(k1 + kp1)(k2 + kp2) + k1kp1(k2 + kp2) + k2kp2(k1 + kp1)
The necessary and sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of the teleoperator are
still given by the conditions eq. (4.36), with the obvious replacement of the parameters ai
with the corresponding ei, i = 1, . . . , 6. The input/output expressions for the two control
schemes are the same, since they only depend on the slave equations, which is under
position control in both cases.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
This thesis deals with the study of Coopearative Teleoperation Systems. More precisely,
two decentralized control architecture, force-position and position-position, based on wave
variables have been proposed and analysed. The architectures have been tested and val-
idated by means of simulation and experimental activities. In both cases two different
tasks have been executed which consider the cooperative teleoperator pushing a common
object and handling a common object. The simultion results described in Ch. 2 have
been obtained using Matlab and Simulink model. They show how both architectures are
efficient in terms of performance, measured as position and force tracking, and stability
for different time delays. In Ch. 3 the experimental results obtained with a prototype
composed by two 1-DOF teleoperator systems are illustred. The experimental results also
prove the goodness of the two control schemes. In Ch. 4, by assuming a null time delay,
some parameters which characterize quantitively a cooperative systems composed of two
pairs of single-master/single-slave devices have been defined. Future activity colud be
addressed to deduct the same performance metrics showed in Ch. 4 with the time delays.
The topic of this thesis have been published or presented in [31], [36], [40] and [45].
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